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Mystic messenger 707 endings

Is it next to finish it worth it? Or should I just unlock the two ends of his secret? Or both? I'm still short on HGs and I also want to save up for Valentine's DLC. Almost done with his way and aiming for a good ending. A 707 Mysterious Messenger marketplace ensures you get the Good End – and unlock
the more mysteries and secrets of this much-yered story. This Mystic Men's Guide page provides details on how to successfully complete Route 707. It starts on Day 5, so you'll need to have yourself on Route 707 by playing 1-4 days in Deep History mode. It's absolutely choice-to-block and spoiled, so
you can prefer to click away and check out the full 707 Messenger Road Chat Times schedule instead. If you're still with us, below you'll find a full list of finished 707 routes and details on how to find them. Scroll down past the image below for the full day 5 up to 11 707 highway routes. Similar to other
Mystic Messenger characters, Route 707's offers several ends. Here's the outage: 707 Normal End: reach the end with 0-9 opened RSVP emails. 707 Good End: Reach the end with 10 or more open RSVP emails. 707 Bad Story End 1: Choose correct answer (blame 707 for the security issues) on the
day 7 branch. 707 Bad Story End 2: Select correct answer in the day 7 branch, then switch to correct answer (ignore 707's emotional problems and personality changes, keep them played and fueled) on the day 9 branch. 707 Bad Story End 3: choose correct answer in the 9 branch day, then switch to
correct answer (skeptics 707, side with Saeran, insist on going to the holiday) within the 10 branch days. 707 Bad Relationship Ending 1: Score below chat 30% involvement or win more than for another character than 707 on Day 5 up to 7. 707 Bad Relationship Ending 2: Spend the day 9 branches, but
score below 30% chat participation or have more hearts for another character than 707 on Day 7 up to 10. Judicial use in saving can help you get all these down with just one visit to Route 707. You'll need to reload save four times, so it will cost you 20 HG in total. Make sure you understand the policies
for reading saves before you do so! Here's the most efficient method: Do not open RSVP emails (recipients you receive after three correct replies). Be a manual saved after arriving 5 days, then achieved Bad Relationship End 1. Reload your save and achieve Bad Story End 1. Reload your save and
achieve Bad Relationship End 2. Reload your save, progress to the Point 7 branch, make a second save, then achieve Bad 2 Stories. Reload your second save, then realize Bad Story End 3. Reload your second save, then achieve Normal End. Reload the second you saved, open all your RSVP emails,
then achieve Good End. The bottom market suggests answers leading to the good end of 707. Make us aware if you'd like more guidance as answers lead to bad endings. Subscribe to the VG247 newsletter to get all the best bits of VG247 in your inbox every Friday! Just as a reminder, bear in mind that
you don't have every cat's action to reach good at completion – just try to hit as much as you can. Unlike the common way of days earlier, each cat along Highway 707 after the Day 4 branch offered chance to earn that of his hand. Day 5Day 5 – 00: 18 1: (any) 2: I will leave it a word for you ^^ 3: You are
very quick. day lol 5 - 01:48 1: Jaehe, didn't you see any unusual messages in the chatroom? 2: I hope it is nothing serious ... 3: Yes mean about the chat business? 4: Seth!! Run for you life!! 5: It seems that he cannot speak people. 6: God Seth, where are you? Please save the world from all the points!!
7: Everyone, Move On!! 8: Hacker?? But you're the hacker. 9: Don't tell me that the sending of alma and the messages was sent by an introduction? 10: Don't tell me reading all our messages T_T 11: Do you think ... the person has something to do with Unknown? 12: Yup. Let's not be depressed and try
to have a positive perspective on solving this.13: Show them what team play is all about!! 14: I ... there will be seth's blessing!! 15: Yay!!! God seth !! 16: I feel like you spend too much time with Mrs. Vanderwood, Seth. T_T I'll be waiting for you☆ 18: I'm a bit skeptics myself T_T I guess it's not just any
other maid. 19: Go ahead! Day 5 - 08:40 1: Did you both have breakfast? 2: God seven...! I miss it... I guess it's busy with jobs right? &gt;. 3: There is no way... 4: I trust God seth to protect me. lol 5: Ms Vanderwood ... I ask who he is. 6: Why not? So what if she has a friend. 7: If you have something for
people who live, then just say that. 8: Please send seth to God for me. 9: They seem beautiful. Since everyone has headaches! [Unlock email.] 10: Some mercy to Bait ^^; Good bye. 11: Run away. 12: Hurry up and get ready. Day 5 – 10: 20 1: Did you get of fine in the office? 2: Wow! I'm sure nothing to
do with the chat project... You just want to prepare for oil prices fluktuating oil? 3:8h;aw4ietej 4: I guess you'll always keep up with the agency T_T Cheer up! 5: I knew him! I felt like if you were watching me every 2.35 seconds!!! 6: It would be so great if you could come! 7: I love all robots♡ 8: OMG ~! SO
KEWT ~!! 9: Spitting balls of fire in love... Fire the Spid!!! 10: God Seth, you're way cuter ^^ 11: It helps! If only she didn't spit fire, I'd wanted one! 12: Then just take a walk ~! You should clear yourself. 13: I will wait for you! be happy! 14: I love engineering people! 15: I will! You have to be careful too,
Jaee! Day 5 - 12:30 1: Did you get into safe school? 2: KIDNAPPERS!!!!! 3: OMG ~ So Cool! 4: Thus jeale ... No one can come to me because of security reasons... T_T ... I wish as little Seth could come. 5: People will think you're a movie star or something +_+ 6: I'd want one if only it didn't spit lolol so
beautiful! 7: It would work so well if only I could go home!! 8: (Any) Day 5 - 14:21 1: You were quite well, Jae! 2: Oil prices are also the currency effect... The global economy is still hard to assess 3: Prince of Oil. 4: Mr. Luciel is always open to financial cooperation. 5: There is not much time left!! 6: Hurry
and write that email. 7: Jaehe is very smart... No, maybe he's just desperate to live a proper life. 8: Yes, take your time ^^ for Jaee. Day 5 - 16: 41 1: Hello ~2: Who is That Man ... I'T_T 3: I wish I could bring seven swollish-shaped cakes since it's working so hard... 4: Oh, right? Was the meeting okay? 5:
Sounds fantastic! [Unlock email.] 6: Maybe there's a tripter boot that spreads you nonstop? lol 7: Try to think it out while jogging. Good bye. Day 5 - 18:11 1: You must be very tired, haha. 2: It's Seth to do what God does. God seth !! Please enlighten us with your presence! 3: It's okay ... haha. But what
did you talk about? 4: Then come see me ~! 5: To be honest ... I want one ^^ 6: What counts of the ~indent! I would love for you to give it to me. 7: Seth ... You don't...!? 8: I think taking action is more important than listening to a boy who has never dated girls before. I'm ready! 9: Creating himself with
God's blessing seven ... This is almost a myth. 10: Romantic... That sounds beautiful! I want to experience what's in love ~ ★ 11: Not!! One day you will use it for something!! 12: The Tripter Boot?? 13: You did something good for Bait ~! 14: As ... but the right doesn't know what the left is doing! 15: Your
right is ~! 16: Seven ... 17: I feel like he's trying to avoid talking of his feelings. 18: I hope that is in the case, haha. 19: Have fun being a social outreach! Day 5 – 19:50 1: Hey Jae ~ Did you get to work? 2: Hi! 3: I think Seth is so talented in everything lol 4: I think he said something similar yesterday. 5:
Anyway, shouldn't it be appreciated since he finally helped Bait? 6: But Seth denied that he has feelings for me ... 7: Maybe it needs time? 8: Go and rest ~! It was a rough day. 9: But you were busy! 10: Don't work too hard and rest up ~ Day 5 – 21: 20 1: Did you get a job as the bus driver? 2: It is a
game, but I suppose it's a proper society of its own. 3: What do you think Seth is doing now? 4: He said something similar yesterday, and I could understand it ... if you consider seven careers. 5: I feel bad that Seth's work has many restrictions... 6: Really!? you?? Study?! 7: What's up with you, haha? 8: I
don't think it's anything important. 9: (any) 10: So cool... For best famed names and glory! Day 5 - 23:47 1: God seven !! How's the job going!? 2: Don't feel too pressure. You can still do it tomorrow! 3: How is it different? 4: Did you flee away from your home? 5: Why ~? I want to know more about you,
Seth. 6: Do you really believe in God? 7: Why have you been so sad ...? Seth, you can have anything you want! 8: Just let everything go... Be yourself. 9: Let's go to the moon together one day, haha. 10: That damn hacker!! 11: Yes! I guess you'll feel better if they come? [Unlock email.] 12: Thanks... I
feel the good grace to protect me ^^ 13: If it becomes too hard, just think of me and feel feelings Day 6Day 6 – 01:33 1: Did you find that tripter boots that Seth did? 2: Is something up? 3: (any) 4: Yes... I don't feel good about it. You should ask for seth. 5: I'm kind of worried about Seth. It doesn't seem
very well. 6: I will try to talk to him ... 7: If you have any good pictures, share them with me! Good night! Day 6 - 03: 17 1: Hello, Zen... What about the email? 2: I think Seth would say it's just a spam message. 3: I'm quite worried... 4: I think that too... 5: I wish nothing like that every seven. 6: I think none of
us know much about Seth ... I want to know more about her.7: Just thinking about it makes me sad... 8: Why are they suddenly talking about their relationship? haha 9: Time for some night snacks! 10: I want to dream about Seth. Day 6 – 08: 35 1: Do you feel better now?^^ 2: No need to be sorry... 3:
Ooh!! Your seth looks so wonderful! 4: Next-to-be president's Moe Gap expands by 2. 5: Wow! I am a surprised at your knowledge! 6: Seth, do you have motor? 7: I did. 8: But.. Seth, don't have enough work already? 9: Good thoughts ^^ 10: T_T... You just said you're ready to sarrify yourself... You're not
coming to save me? 11: Right... to go. 12: Yes, I'm glad it seems to have hit up. 13: Good! Oil is an important energy source! [Unlock email.] 14: You really do understand chat! 15:Yes, but if you are too close, it is easier to wound one another. 16: Beware ~! Have a good flight. Day 6 - 10: 22 1: They are,
what's up!! LOLOL Warrior! 2: (Buddies) 3: So jealousy ~ You must feel like a celebrity, haha. 4: Do you spend too much bank time? I'm a bit worried. 5: (any) 6: Yoosung, you're so beautiful. lol 7: Let's do it! [Unlock email.] 8: Make a suggestion of the day lolol company 6 - 13: 01 1: Heya Zen. 2: Lololo
Congregation, Jae. 3: Did you say you saw Zen's DVD again last night? I'd love to hear your thoughts. 4: It feels more suspicious since that all things just happened a couple of days ago... 5: I miss seven... I want to joke around. 6: You must still have a lot of work, but I'm glad you seem to be more relaxed
today. 7: I think it's a bit serious... Don't you think he needs help? 8: I pay my respect in your diligence, Zen. 9: Beer, beautiful bait! Day 6 - 14: 39 1 : Jumin Han!!! I want to call her name too lolol 2: What does Jumin tell your mother? 3: Oh! They seem like a beautiful group. Can you invite them to the
holiday? [Unlock email.] 4: I don't think Jumin will listen. It's a plane. ^^ 5: Good beer... T_T Day 6 - 16: 04 1: Heya God Seven 2: I can't believe Mrs Kim is going to go see her!! I'm getting more nervous lol 3: Hahaha, well whatever happens, I'm having fun ^^ I want some popcorn 4: Let's not too pepper
buckle on it haha 5: Wow you manage to get it so fast! You are like an engineering God Seth! 6: So you mean the hacker sent us that email!? 7: How will you make sure I am safe? 8: Seth, are you not a keeper also? Are you okay? 9: Let's go outside for a few cool hours together this ends ^^ 10: Won't
read too too 11: I will go with you!! You can't go there alone! 12: Do not self-tension, Seth ... Good bye. 13: I think that too. Everything will work out if we work together ... 14: I wish he would just tell me everything... I worry about it too. Day 6 - 17: 55 1 : Jaee... Hello / Good morning! 2: Probably exactly
what's going on? Haha 3: Yup. You must keep your job, haha. 4: I'm more worried about Seth. I think he wants to take care of everything himself... 5: Yes, please let Jumin know the gravity of the situation. Day 6 - 19: 19 1: Did your mother get there? 2: Sweaty? Omg, I need to bring my popcorn. 3: Bu-but
think of it positively... You get to live a better lifestyle now.4: lolol That's how much you want to save. 5: It will just stay for a couple of days ^^; Mom always carries around a lot of things. 6: OMG lolol so beautiful lolol I want to be your stepmother. 7: I pray that you can escape...! Day 6 – 21:00 1: I don't
worry... What happened with you called Ms. Kim's? 2: I don't think it's the time for you to talk about it now, Jumin. 3: Why the hell did you call Yoosung's mother? 4: The two don't go together at all haha 5: I admit that your intentions are good, Jumin! 6: I can almost hear Jaee shout at us to change the
subject. 7: I think you should talk to Yoosung soon, Jumin ~8: If it's in the same group.. Then they really are after the information. 9: It really is. He knew about this asap... 10: It hurts his eyes? 11: Then why don't we invite him to the party? [Unlock email.] 12: Do you have to work or pleasure? 13: Yea,
somewhat; 14: Hurry and check, haha. Don't worry too much though. I'm sure they are all beautiful pictures. Day 6 - 22:59 1: Yes! Seven, I was waiting for you ~2: I'm fine. I'm sure you have no choice. Have you spoken to V again...? 3: You are trying this hard. There is no way that members will be
dangerous. Don't worry. 4: I trust nothing bad will happen... but I desire to know what t you do. 5: This ... so sad. Can we even be friends? 6: Seth, think of yourself also, not just me. The most dangerous things to let's stop them were so sad. 7: I do not regret coming to know you, Seth! Even if you do
things are dangerous! 8: Seth ... you're talking about the agency, right? Are you really okay... the job? 9: Well, don't worry. I'm going to be fine. 10: Don't feel much pressure, and just take care of everything one by one! Beware, Seth. Thank you for protecting me. Day 7Day 7 - 01:10 1: contents of up
yoosung mamie. 2: Yes... I feel really sad. 3: If it be truly the case, should we not rescue him? 4: Maybe that's why he was so crestalfaln and described it this way. 5: Why don't we carry him Honey Bouddha Chips? 6: Oh... 7: I think he was too worried about me. 8: What do you think he meant by that? 9:
You don't play games now, right? Good boy. 10: I show respect because of thy passion. 11: Gold Iron Soap! So I can give them seven. 12: He seems to lose his confidence. I hope he gets it Soon. 13: If he has a dangerous job, I would to stop it ... 14: You are right! I should go to bed. Day 7 - 02: 30 1:
Zen, what did you do that would be so at night? ^^ 2: No, the picture is excel. 3: Did you find it? 4: yes, good ^^ proud work of our Seth! 5: He is an engineering. What can't he do? lol 6: Give something back if you're so grateful lolol 7: Good idea! 8: I agree with that. 9: Yes ... want Seth just honestly
expressing his feelings for me...! 10: Haha... 11: No smoking! It's bad for your skin and your lungs. 12: (Any) Day 7 - 09:32 1: Hello, Seth ... Are you okay? 2: Jumin! How's the average East Side? 3: Seth ... is all you said last night true? 4: Something bad? Tell us. 5: Oh! I know what lolol 6: ... I want seth
to live a long life. 7: Ya. Gimme gimme. 8: So beautiful.... 9: Yes ... Let's have a space to get to the moon in a few days. 10: Let's go somewhere together, Seth ^^ 11: I think you have too many jobs, Seth. Is there any way we can help you? 12: Why is V so hard to reach? 13: HB Chips Are Good But It Will
Break Your Health ~! 14: You can't concentrate because of me lol 15: Jumin, you are the man. 16: Good! Let's Invite It. [Unlock Email.] 17: Oh... I understand the beauty of water. 18: Is it Miss Vanderwood? 19: Huh? You can't here is it with you? Day 7 – 10: 40 1: How are you doing with your mother? ^^
2: (any) 3: I'm fine. Seven protected me ^^ 4: (any) 5: I agree with Jae... 6: Hello, my rainbow is unicorn. 7: (Any) 8: Are you okay? 9: I am disappointed that my unicorn cigarette.10: Maybe he smokes too? 11: To be honest, I don't like that he said Seth just getting rid of his emotions. 12: I cannot get rid of
my emotions. 13: Yes, it's a good cause! Let's invite them. [Unlock email.] 14: Well, don't worry. Hopefully the meeting goes well. 15: It might have a problem controlling his emotions. But isn't the fact that it's a tough situation that's really getting him? 16: It would be good if you slept early lol 17: beer,
celebrity boys. 18: Yes, I think Seth did a good job. 19: (any) 20: (any) Day 7 - 12:27 1: I was ^^ 2: Oh! That's genius! 3: Do you want to build a golf course on desert too? 4: Good! Let's invite them. [Unlock email.] 5: Win the game ^^ Day 7 - 13:36 1: Yes? Why? Is that something wrong? 2: What??? 3:
Are you coming here? 4: Seth, wait! Day 7 – 14: 58 1: There is no way I can know since it did not explain anything... I'll just have to stay here. 2: I'm not sure, but I can say that it's super conscious of Mrs Vanderwood being there. 3: Seth! What have you talked about just before? Please explain. 4: Seth
coming here now? 5: I think he has no other choice right now. I have to just listen to it and wait. 6: Is it famous? Can I have his contact information? [Unlock email.] 7: I'm fine. Hurry, Yoosung! Day 7 - 16:12 1: No.. . I'm ^^ 2: Jaee... Hey ~! 3: This is really ne-shelf... but I'm a bit happy that it's coming to
protect me. 4: I feel that too ... but i hope that not hurt trying to hurry. 5: Well, please let him know Go, Jaee! Day 7 - 17: 06 1: Yoosung, do you think seven safety now? i mwen worried. 2: Jumin! Special Security Systems... Did you get the chance to talk to V about it? 3: I feel like you really could, so I
mean nothing;; 4: I also want to know. Jumin, do you know anything? 5: Then someone must be pulled from taking our invite information ... 6: So that's why Seth Rush to see me 7: I feel bad that your schedule is messed up now... anyway, beware ... 8: Did not read Jumin who called your mom ~! 9: Make
onion peel fun... Audio. Day 7 – Branch If you made correct choices at this point, the game will continue as below. If not, you will eventually reach a bad end. Day 7 – Visual Novel #1 1: (Look at where the announcement will come from.) 2: The Hacker...!? 3: What are you talking about? I'm not going
anywhere! 4: I won't be anywhere!! Seven!! Help me!! 5: Seth, do you know him? 6: Seth!!!! I like you!!! 7: Seth ... Are you okay? 8: This man ... how do you know it? 9: Notwithstanding, I will trust thee, seven. Day 7 - 20: 58 1: Is it not fun being here when we're in the same apartment? 2: Seth, but what is
your work for the free? Can you be here? 3: I'm fine, thanks to Seth. 4: Seven, how long do you plan to stay here? 5: I think he was the one who did everything ... 6: ... Yes, I can't talk about it right now, but I think it's about someone else. 7: I don't think it's a good idea ... 8: I trust in Seth ^^ he shall protect
me. 9: Thank you for all things, Seth ^^ 10: Yes... Why? 11: There is nothing like that which shall ^^;; I have confidence in Seth. 12: Haha, nothing is going to happen, so don't worry and go. Day 7 - Visual Novels #2 1: I'm not comfortable at all. Just make yourself in the house. 2: Still, you are more reliable
than a CCTV. 3: The agency ... are you really okay with them? Will you chase? 4: But... you will be comfortable in this corner.5: Nothing you mean to me... about your brother? 6: Are you really going to like this to me? Day 7 - 22: 24 1: Yes... I'm safer thanks to seven. 2: I feel safe with Seth here. 3: No
need to worry ^^ I feel safe with Seth here too. 4: You know what to do ... 5: Thank you for worried Jaee. You are happier too. Day 8Day 8 – 01:05 1: Don't ^^;; The seven on our side 2: I was just having a nice chat with Bait ^^ 3: I think Jumin would always care... 4: We would have been in big trouble if it
wasn't for Seth. 5: Let's wait a bit for him to reach us. 6: Jaehe, it's late so please beware of good luck! 7: Yes, I'm impressed that Jumin decided to just come right back... 8: It looks a bit busy, but it's good. 10: I will be careful. Thanks for worried, bait. Day 8 - 03: 12 1: Welcome to your home!!! 2: I think we
should discuss this question with Seth. 3: What does Elizabeth do? 4: I guess you meet your father often. 5: Poor Yoosung ... 6: I plan to stay a bit more. Day 8 - 08:00 oh god doc... It really doesn't understand how you feel T_T 2: To make Kimchi? 3: Hello, Bait 4: Lolo don't worry. I'm doing fine fine
Seven. 5: Good luck... T_T 6: Still Yoosung, you have a better daily routine now ^^; 7: I agree with Zen. lol 8:Hmm... Seven many handles and works. I also have to obey him. 9: Trust me ~10: Yoosung... it will be over soon. Some hope!!! 11: He asserts that he hates it, but it's nice to see him go with it. 12:
I feel like there's a bomb here... 13: I just will read so that I am not teasing Seth. Day 8 - 09:55 1: What Is That? 2: Oh! Can we invite that association to our festivals. [Unlock email.] 3: Seven, how are they working? 4: What do you think, Seth? 5: I will believe in you, Seth. 6: I am in danger because of you
...? Don't even say that. 7: I do not know ... Can you reveal the secret? 8: Hahaha, that's funny Seth. 9: ... I trust Seth will find a way to solve all these things. 10: I think I have to go. Let me talk about this with Seth. Day 8 – Visual #1 1: How do you think your brother broke across the glass? 2: I'm not afraid
at all with you here! 3: Were it not for you I would have been abducted then. But thanks to you, I'm fine. 4: Seth, why the phones? Do you avoid me? Day 8 - 11: 48 1: Yes, of course. 2: I never thought Rika would be someone to ask for a bomb.... 3: There must be a reason...? 4: I don't know about this ...
But Seth will tell us what we need to know. 5: Pier up, Yoosung. You won't get lucky with a sad face. Day 8 - 13: 27 1: Hello, Jumin. I think Occupy Seth is busy. 2: Are you talking about Yoosung? 3: Did he carry his girlfriend? 4: Jaee! Hello / Good morning ... 5: It is okay... irretriech. 6: This shall not
happen for the seventy. 7: I'm sure they have their own reasons... 8: Then what about the feast? 9: I also think that, since Seth is very thoughtful. 10: I wouldn't have been fine if Seth wasn't here. At least that's good. 11: Bait... Be careful. 12: Jumin, you seem to trust Rika. Were you two closed? 13: Yea, I
will trust seth. 14: Yes? 15: Good beer. Day 8 - 15: 04 1: I came here because I wanted to talk to you through the messenger. How does work go? 2: Yes. 3: I'm fine. I'm sure it's harder for you since everything's in on your shoulders. 4: I don't know very well... but i'm sure Rika didn't have bad intentions. 5:
You are with me. 6: This is not your fault. No one knew this was going to happen. 7: Seth, you really okay... after all that's happened? Do you have nothing you meant to me? 8: Will you take me there? 9: I hope you get in touch with him soon. 10: I'm really fine, Seth. 11: You have done nothing evil, Seth.
You just kept the secret as V told you and did your best... 12: I'm sure RFA is not disappointed with you. Everyone is just worried. 13: Well, go ahead ^^ Day 8 – 17: 31 1: I don't think that this situation is Seth's fault. 2: Bait, do you feel better? 3: That's a good idea. Did you read what Seth said? 4: Seth
didn't put me in jeopardy on purpose ... So I would like to be understanding. 5: If seth is hiding something, I would like to know. 6: I feel how earnest is trying to help me, so I want to trust him rather than get angry. 7: 7: does not seem to be complaining against V... Why do you think that is? 8: I am sure
that Seth is feeling a lot of pressure even if it is presented not to be. 9: (any) 10: Les ~ Take good care of her ~11: It's nice to see her like that. 12: Alright, I will ^^ 13: I think he will open his heart a day ^^ 14: Well, go eat a fit food for a king! Day 8 – Visual novels #2 1: Seth ~ Are you really okay to not eat
anything? 2: Huh? What is that...? Do I put it in the computer...? 3: I just want to get close to you... Is that wrong? 4: Can't you spend some time with me after work? Day 8 – 19: 29 1: Seven works hard as usual. 2: You are absolutely right!! 3: Jaee, don't despair! She will be back in touch! Soon! 4: It
means that he trusteth you, so be positive ^^; Of course, I'm sure it's hard... 5: Should we be invited to the party? [Unlock email.] 6: Hanging from ^^;; Aksio Phone Call! Day 8 - 21:13 1: I know... Did your mother return home from her? 2: I guess you already miss your mom... 3: Your mother must think
much about you. 4: You can be a better son from now ~5:Oh, that's beautiful ~ Let's invite them. [Unlock email.] 6: Yup! Let's do that. Let's trust your seth. 7: Thank you. Beer, Yoosung. Day 8 - 23:30 1: (Any) 2: Seth! V finally here. 3: (Any) 4: So the phone has budge? 5: ... What do you think seth? 6: Will
you doubt Seth? 7: The letters could really be there. 8: Seth!! Why don't you calm down and listen to V? 9: Maybe you shouldn't dive V towards the wall? 10: It must have really bad service ... 11: Seth ... Are you okay? Day 8 - Visual Roman #3 1: What Robots... you did it then. 2: Meowy, let's be quiet for
now ~3: Things didn't seem to go well with V... Are you okay? 4: Why don't you open the drawers? 5: Seth ... is there really nothing I can do to help? 6: I feel like could really love milk in there. 7: Why are you decising my future...? 8: You're too one sided. Then what do I do about my feelings for you? 9:
Seth, I know that you're worried about me...! So don't avoid me, please? Day 9Day 9 – 01:12 1: I think this is really hard for him. 2: You barely miss V... 3: I feel so bad... 4: I'm sure there is a secret he wants to keep hiding. Do you think he should open the drawer? 5: Still, we haven't heard his explanation
yet, so we should not just assume that he did all bad ... 6: Jaehe ... Have you taken the V side too much here? 7: ... I'm sure Seth doesn't want RFA to split up. 8: Try to rest and calm down a bit for now, Yoosung. 9: But... what gets me more is that V has really flustered to hear the name Saeran. 10: (any)
Day 9 – 02:46 1: I thought about what you had said to me earlier... 2: Should you not explain the RFA members about Saeran now? 3: So V saved you at the time. how do you look when you find out about it.5: Now I understand why you can't trust V. 6: I you that Saeran is first now... 7: Well, I think that's
the best option for you. 8: I will. Don't work too hard and please take a break. Day 9 - 07: 55 1: Zen... I'm sure last updates it's hard to take in;; 2: I'm sure you're shocking in Seth's story as well... 3: What do you think his family history is involved with his brother's twins? 4: Yes ... I would feel so betrayed. 5:
I think we will solve this problem by researching the hacker organization rather than family. 6: (Any) 7: (Any) 8: Do you think that will mean anything RFA now? 9: Good luck... 10: (any) 11: (any) 12: Beware ~ Day 9 – 10: 01: Hi... How's the job going? 2: Yoosung, you understand how Seth feels, right? 3:
Still, don't think there will be something she can help with? 4: I don't think it's a good idea ... 5: (Any) 6: Why did you suddenly decide that ...? 7: This is too difficult... 8: So, feel like I mean nothing to you, Seth...? 9: Yoosung... 10: Yoosung ... Are you okay? Day 9 – Branch If you made correct choices at
this point, the game will continue as below. If not, you will eventually reach a bad end. Day 9 – Visual novels #1 1: I think it's broken... Can I fix it? 2: I'm sure you're just mad about Yoosung ~ Happier ~! 3: I can protect myself so don't worry ~ I'm pretty strong.4: I just want to be with you, because I love
you! 5: I love the Seth in front of my eyes. Regardless of how complicated your life is, I want to know. 6: There's no reason. I just love you. That's how I feel...! 7: I'm okay with that ... I don't regret my feelings towards you. 8: There is no way I will regret being with the person I love. 9: First, take some time
and think accept me. Day 9 - 11: 33 1: (any) 2: This is true... but I think things are very complicated for Seth now.3: I can't say this is a lie, but I also think that seth of joy we knew is real too. 4: He worked harder than any of us for the RFA... 5: I will try my best... 6: It's okay. My feelings are in the direction of
seven strengths. 7: (Any) 8: (Any) 9: Good luck, Jaee! Please do everything you can for the holiday! 10: Calm down, Bait. Why not try reading your script? Day 9 - 13: 28 1: (any) 2: This is true... but I'm sure it was difficult for Seth to control his emotions in this situation. Well, tell him to send me an email.
[Unlock email.] 4: Thank you for everything. Please take good care of the party, Jumin. Day 9 - 15:27 1: It just keeps on working. He says nothing but I think he will rank his emotions. 2: (Any) 3: Maybe that could create an misunderstance understanding? 4: Well! Seth is changing. I'm going to do my best.
Day 9 - Visual #2 1: Seth, What Are You Doing Now? 2: Can't you fix it while talking to me? I want to talk to you. 3: I was just honest because I love you, Seth. 4: I really love you Seth. I'm not saying this to others. 5: Then ... Tell me about the hacker, your brother... 6: You two look so similar. 7: How did
you learn to hack when you grew up like that? 8: I feel so bad that you have had to go through all that... 9: They say that speaking of things makes you feel better. for talking to me. 10: Of course. Day 9 - 17: 45 1: This is a very sudden change ^^; 2: A psychology? psychology? Yoosung;; Good
distributing! 4: Seth ... sincerely apologize! 5: Yup. The yoosung is completely right. 6: Do you miss your mother...? 7: Kongrat, Seth. 8: I will support you, Seth! ^^ 9: I'm so glad you feel that way ~! 10: Seth, please let me know if there is anything I can do to help. 11: I'm really happy that you two did get
up. 12: I should go and eat something too. I am hungry. Day 9 - 19: 19 1: (any) 2: (any) 3: (any) 4: (any) 5: This sounds like a beautiful organization! Tell to reach me ~ [Unlock email.] 6: (any) 7: Oh ... That's a nice way to put it! 8: I will look forward to equip you! Day 9 - Visual novels #3 1: Yes, break it with
a hammer! 2: (Any) 3: Do you think Rika was a part of Mint Eye? 4: We'll have to go together, Seth! Day 9 - 21: 16 1: Oh! And I can say something embarrassing here? lol 2: Jaehe, Hello~ ^^ 3: You'll mention what you discovered earlier, right? 4: I couldn't believe it when I first saw it. 5: We don't know...
We can only assume that Rika had a secret. 6: I will. 7: Seth was already thinking enough about it. Please trust him when he tells him when acting. 8: I am glad to hear you say that, Seth. 9: Well. Jaehee, I'll get going too ~ 9 Days – 23:34 1: Yoosung... The materials in Rika's drawer. It's pretty shocking,
isn't it? 2: (any) 3: Rica means a lot of Yoosung ... 4: Maybe. 5: Calm your head down first ... we don't know what happened yet. 6: This is a good idea...! 7: I'm sure you're very shocked too, Jumin. 8: Feel better, Jumin. Day 10Day 10 – 01:45 1: Bait, you can't sleep either, right? 2: I honestly don't know
about Rika, but I'm worried about Yoosung. He seems really shocked. 3: I don't think Seth will be able to sleep either. 4: I will. Don't worry too much and try to get some rest. Day 10 - 04:14 1 : Yoosung.... You can't sleep, right? 2: I do not know much about him... but I think that's possible. 3: Yes... He
checked every corner. 4: I couldn't fall asleep either thinking about what was in Rica's drawer. 5: ME.... Mint Eye? 6: Then ... Mint Je hay has also exploited Saeran as well... 7: I will be with you until the truth is revealed, Seth. 8: When will we leave for Mint Eye? 9: We will have to miss the feast, but we will
definitely find truth. 10: I will trust your decision, Seth. 11: Well, be sure to grab your jackets so you don't ^^ 12: Thank you. I'll go ready now. ^^ 10 days – Visual novels #1 1: I can go anywhere if you're there with me. That won't change. 2: Wow! The robot cat! you... fixed it? 3: Yes, let's go to the truth and
return safely. 4: Yes, let's go together! Day 10 - 08:18 1: Yes, we're on our way. 2: Jaehee, you have to worry about RFA, your boss... it must be tough. 3: Jaehe, did you watch the Zen DVD last night because you couldn't sleep? 4: ... 5: I am not, since I am with someone I trust. 6: Haha, just please take
care of it.7: I guess I won't have to worry about the part now ^^ 8: I'll just think about taking care of this and coming back safely. 9: Seth Was that it would protect me. Don't worry! 10: Make want me, is that it? ^^ 11: Yes, go ahead. 12: I will make known. 13: I do not know when this shall be but well. Day
10 - 10: 22 1: We are still on the road. It's far off... 2: Well... I think we saw squirrel thieves who looked like desert cat lol 3: yes, you have to still be in shock. Rest. 4: I am sorry I cannot go away. Please take care of the party for me. ^^ 5: That day shall come... Trust us. 6: I understand that you are nervous,
but please have more faith in Seth. 7: Happy Up ~! 8: Lead the way and have everyone happy up the bait! 9: Well, bait, good luck. Day 10 - Visual novels #2 1: I'm fine. Are we here? 2: I won't...! Let's do this and go back home! Day 10 - 12: 07 1: Yes, I guess Occupy everyone because of the part. 2: We
looked like a nice couple. 3: I don't think we will run into any enemies if we just follow your plan. 4: Don't think so. We will be back safely! 5: Yes, please let everyone know here. 6: Of course. Day 10 – Branch If you made correct choices at this point, the game will continue as below. If not, you will
eventually reach a bad end. Day 10 – Visual #3 1: Do you think Saeran hacked into our system here? 2: First... if Saeran really used this computer, we'd better start transferring the materials. 3: Seth, have you transferred the information already? You so fast.4: Saeran...? 5: Seth, shouldn't we run? 6:
Saeran... always please listen. Nothing is going to change just by you listening. 7: Saeran, I'm sure there's an understanding of misunderhealthy. Please listen to what Seth said. 8: And last time when he saw thee.. that's when he realized that V was not keeping his promise. 9: Saeran, what really
happened? 10: Save? 11: Seth, just show him. 12: Seth ... Should we chase him? Day 10 - 13: 41 1: (any) 2: Jumin... Seth and I are closing in now. 3: Please explain the situation to Jumin. 4: We will! Don't lose faith. 5: There is none else that cometh against us? 6: You can do it, Seth.! 7: All things shall
be fine, Jumin. I'm going to get going too. Day 10 - 15:28 1: Yes... we had a moment to dissect. 2: We are safe. We are always close to ... 3: Seth will be here soon. 4: Yes! 5: We cannot leave until we find Saeran with the truth. 6: We will be in touch again! Day 10 - 17: 53 1: We're now leaving the building
in blind spots. 2: (Any) 3: (Any) Day 10 – Visual novels #4 1: I think we missed Saeran... 2: A person must have been driven off quickly... It's not Saeran's car, is it.? 3: (Any) 4: (Any) 5: Seth! Have you ever learned anyone your car? 6: (any) Day 10 - 20: 11 Have no choice in this chat. Day 10 - 21:34 1:
Yes... we are moving to a safe place. 2: Jaee, I think that's something wrong with Jumin. Should you not give him a call? 3: (Any) 4: This is a good idea. You guys can comfort each other. 5: (Any) 6: I'm just worried that Seth seems really hurt. 7: I should also find. I should at least try to comfort Seth. Day
10 – 41 1: Seth, aren't you tired of driving? 2: It's fine. 3: Yes, I think I am still racing. 4: (Any) 5: I feel bad for Saeran. 6: 6: 7: (any) 8: (any) Day 111 - 08:00 There is no choice in this chat. The party is available any time from among widows and can be shareholders at any time you like. Make a back up
save before you start. If you continue without ten confirmed guests, you will see the normal End. You can then reload your save for 5 HG, action all your confirmation emails, and see Good End.Day 11 – 12:00 [part and finish] but, what happens next? 707 and Saeran's story will continue at the Secret
End, but you'll need a lot of HG to unlock every episode! Sometimes we include links to the online detail store. If you click on one and make a purchase we may receive a small commission. For more information, go here. Here.
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